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CES and T.H.E. Show - 2009
What a show!!! Our goal going
into the show was to make an
impact. Why? We were secretly
hoping that Howard could finish
work on our new flagship in time
for the show, and, he did it!!
We had made arrangements to
have a large suite (double the
size of last year), and to fill it with
world class components. So we
partnered with Tenor electronics, Hansen speakers, Continuum
turntable, and McIntosh digital.
We were ready for Elation!
The sound in 31-236 was truly
outstanding. We were told over
and over again how stunning it
was by everyone. PFO magazine

has given our room one of their
coveted “Audio Oasis” awards.
Michael Fremer came back to the
room with a few very influential
people from the music business
to listen to tunes for an hour or so.
The room had it ... the magic.
Enough about us. We were also
part of other rooms that were
recognized for having outstanding sound: Lamm/Wilson; Pathos;
Talon/Navison; Aesthetix/Vandersteen; KR Audio/ Audio Epilog;
Musical Surroundings; Continuum/
Magico/Tenor; Magnepan/Bryston.
We took the opportunity to test
Elation! in a few of these worldclass systems against our own

Howard Sosna

The Man has done it again!
Pictured with his new creation.

Emotion cables. All we will say is
you know how good Emotion is.
We cannot wait for you to hear
Elation! It is truly that good!
Thank you Howard!

Connecting with the Performance
This year’s Music Lovers Series events were the best ever! Our larger
suite allowed for more comfortable seating and larger crowds. Both
events lasted about 1.5 hours, and aside from a couple of comings
and goings, held the crowd for the entire presentation.

WORLD PREMIER of Elation!
Tenor 350M/ Hansen Emperors

Do you realize how difficult it is to give 1.5 hours to one room when
you are trying to see all the display rooms at CES? It is a testament to
our presenters and their wonderful stories that people stayed.
On Friday, Jim Merod captured the hearts of the attendees with some
truly emotional stories of some very special and memorable recordings he has made. I am not ashamed to say that tears flowed.
On Saturday, Steve Hoffman mesmerized the crowd with some very
insightful and entertaining anecdotes of some very special recordings that we have come to know and love. Please join us next year as
these are events NOT to be missed! Have a wonderful 2009!!!

Michael Fremer

with Howard & Joe
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